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Commercialisation 
of Research 



Want more research 
commercialisation?
Remove the barriers 
and give academics 
and universities real 
incentives to do it!



A COMMERCI AL  COL L ABORATI ON MODEL

3 big steps

Despite Australia's public universities being 

touted as world-class resarch bodies, their level 

of research commercialisation is one of the 

lowest in the developed world.

Universities have the opportunity, not just to 

produce brilliant pure research, but to work more 

with businesses to translate this research into 

breakthrough products, new businesses and ideas 

to grow our economy and strengthen our society.

For academics to become entrepreneurs, and to 

take their ideas from the lab to the market.
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Impact of universities on Australia’s future

“When you look at Startup companies 
founded per dollar of research expenditure 
… for every $1 billion in research 
expenditure, Australia produced 3 start-ups 
while Canada, the US and the UK produced 
more than twice as many.”

The Hon Alan Tudge MP

Minister for Education and Youth



So where is the incentive 

for research 

commercialisation in our 

universities? 



Intersection of Research Innovation

Build the Ecosystem

Commercialise the 

Ecosystem



$600B

Source: Gartner

2023 cloud spend to reach

20% increase 
from 2022
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Microsoft Cloud 
for Financial Services

Microsoft Cloud 
for Healthcare

Microsoft Cloud 
for Manufacturing

Microsoft Cloud 
for Nonprofit

Microsoft Cloud 
for Retail

Microsoft Cloud 
for Sustainability



Commercial 
marketplace

Partners Customers



Public preview

ISV Success program
Supporting software providers to build with the Microsoft Cloud 

and reach more customers through the commercial marketplace

Global availability 



What’s included

US$126K benefits

Developer tooling

1:1 technical & business resources

A dedicated community 

Gateway to Commercial Market 



Key takeaways

Engage your account teams 

about marketplace

Check-out the ISV Success 

program

Utilise the Marketplace Transact 

& Grow incentive campaign
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Leverage Marketplace Office Hours 

& Mastering the Marketplace
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